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British English And American English
Long before Jamestown or the Pilgrim Fathers landed at Massachusetts in 1620, the US English style of spelling words such as ‘honor’, ‘color’, and ‘center’ were alive and well in British English.
US English: Why do Brits hate it so?
The demand for "proper" English can be used to shut people out of spaces and opportunities. The folks at NPR's "Rough Translation" podcast have a story to tell.
Tower Of Babble: Non-Native Speakers Navigate The World Of 'Good' And 'Bad' English
One particularly vexatious argument concerns the lack of uniform spellings between British and American English. The simple reason for this is that England and America went their separate ways before ...
Why Did America Drop The ‘U’ In British Spellings?
Many believe it is this very inventiveness that has propelled American English past British English in worldwide popularity. But who decides what's acceptable? And how do words and phrases move ...
Words That Shouldn't Be?
Douglas Herman, geographer, National Museum of the American Indian When did the early colonists stop sounding British and start ... ways Americans were speaking English within a generation of ...
When Did Americans Lose Their British Accents And More Questions From Our Readers
It is based on RP (British Received Pronunciation ... Because the use of American English worldwide is pervasive, does it make sense to continue to have no formal standard? The answer may be ...
Do You Speak American . Sea to Shining Sea . Standard American | PBS
not the British. English is a rhotic language. At the time of the American Revolution, everyone spoke English like Americans do today. After the American Revolution, in order to differentiate ...
Why exactly do the British say lieutenant as 'leftenant'?
Lando Norris and Daniel Ricciardo don’t view the likes of Pato O’Ward and Colton Herta as threats but see them as potential Formula 1 competitors in future. McLaren boss Zak Brown promised O’Ward ...
Norris and Ricciardo see IndyCar drivers as F1 competitors
Despite the all-American backstory of Cattrall’s Sex ... Scouse is the specific English dialect and accent used in Liverpool, with the BBC explaining that it’s a very distinctive, “instantly ...
Does Kim Cattrall Have a British Accent?
The Nanjing Massacre, which took place after the Japanese attackedand captured Nanjing in December 1937, shocked the world with themagnitude of its atrocities.
They Were in Nanjing: The Nanjing Massacre Witnessed by American and British Nationals
The British government decided that the American colonists should contribute ... independence was the book Commonsense written by the English radical thinker Tom Paine in 1776.
Anglo-American tax struggles and the War of the American Revolution
Justices Gorsuch and Barrett have staked their reputations on a commitment to apply originalist methods in a neutral manner. Will they follow through?
Barrett and Gorsuch Have to Choose Between Originalism and Gun Rights
“Woke is a nebulous term stolen from Black American English, repurposed by conservatives ... buttressing a long-standing talking point of British Prime Minister Boris Johnson.
The U.S. and British right ramp up the war on ‘wokeness’
backed by a pioneer spirit of economic enterprise is the foundation of present American prosperity, according to Kenneth Lindsay, Labor member of the English Parliament, who visited the University ...
Kenneth Lindsey, British Labor Leader, Compares Virtues and Faults of English and American Economic Policies
This absorbing book is the first ever to focus on the traffic in Indian slaves during the early years of the American South. The Indian slave trade was of ...
The Indian Slave Trade: The Rise of the English Empire in the American South, 1670–1717
“Just as you can be in America and be African American, or you can be Italian ... David is just as British or English as I am and he’s the best of Britain and the best of England.” ...
David Lammy praised for response to radio caller who said he was 'not English'
Just because complete revolution was avoided earlier this week when a proposed European Super League imploded, that does not mean radical change is not on the horizon.
Alan Pattullo: English fan power will scupper latest plans for British Super League involving Rangers and Celtic
Christopher Monkhouse, who has died aged 73, was a colourful and much-loved American museum curator ... while having English and Irish friends to stay at his summer house on the seashore in ...
Christopher Monkhouse, colourful US museum curator in love with British art and design – obituary
The decision to cast an American actor as the British heroine was not met with ... up and I would see ‘Crap American Comedian Playing English Icon’, and I’d have to cut it out and go put ...
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